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What is 
marketing data
and where do I 
get it from?

Starting at the very top, a key question many 

business owners, B2B and nonprofit marketers have 

is “what exactly is marketing data”, followed 

closely by “where do I get it from?” 
 

 

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN… 

Data can be divided into 2 groups. One that 

is designed to be read and interpreted by humans, 

and the other by machines. At the fundamental level, 

data can be divided into the following groups:

1.  PERSONAL DATA

2. TRANSACTIONAL DATA

3. WEB DATA

4. SENSOR DATA – derived from technology + 

primarily used to optimise processes and improve 

operations.

5. BIG DATA – large and complex sets of data 

requiring specialised application software in order 

to derive informed analysis.

Most companies think that by 
investing and implementing CRM 
software, they have the data thing 
all covered. This thinking couldn’t be 
further from the truth!
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WHY IT’S IMPORTANT

While this should seem obvious, it’s amazing 
how many organisations actually place little 

importance on data. Others are getting it completely 
wrong. The third group, consisting of smaller NFPs 
and B2B marketing teams? Well, sometimes they 
skip it all together. Collecting information across your 
business allows management and teams to make 
informed, educated and strategic decisions.

From a marketing perspective, planning and 
campaigning without data often means you are 
stumbling around in the dark. It can be a hit or 
miss situation where you ‘could’ achieve your aims. 
Informed by data however, you can dive deeper 
into the pain points of your audience – tailoring 
messages and product offerings to improve your 
outcomes and ROI.
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 SO, WHAT IS MARKETING DATA?

 Marketing data is generated across all of   
your digital channels. It is also determined 

from any qualitative research your organisation or 
industry might do as well as through telemarketing 
campaigns and surveys.

CUSTOMER DATA

Arguably the most important, customer 
data includes information obtained from 

purchases and donors, including; name, contact 
details, address and any other distinguishable factors 
such as sex, contact preferences, past purchases, 
customer satisfaction (via survey and NPS) and 
much more.

PROSPECT DATA

It’s super important for B2B that data 
retained is used for generating leads. Data 

can be obtained from survey completion, historical 
databases, referrals, subscribers, people following 
your social accounts, visitors to your website and 
online pages. Ensure your team is always abiding by 
data protection laws.
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WEB DATA (Users and visitors to your 
website or e-store) 

Using tools to track the overall effectiveness of 

your website is a must particularly if you have an 

e-commerce website or sales pages. Common stats 

to track include visitors, users, goal completion, 

bounce rate and load times. You can also use tools 

like Google Analytics to determine the typical 

customer journey and details on website traffic (such 

as organic or referral).

SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTICS

Each social platform has a slightly different 

way that you can measure, segment and 

understand your audiences. There are many tools 

on the market that can provide you with real time 

analytics for reporting.In addition, each tool has their 

own analytics reporting and if you are not reviewing 

this, then it is worth having a look at what the stats 

say. This information is crucial in determining who 

your audience is, what they seem to like about your 

brand, and importantly,  

what current trends are appealing to 

them.  

Pay attention to the different segments and 

personas. This will help to determine if your ads or 

content are achieving real engagement.

Created by popcornartsfrom the Noun Project

ROI

Data derived from each channel provides 

real time results about how a campaign is 

progressing. This information allows marketing 

teams and management to measure the real time 

ROI of work. This is helpful to ensure you don’t 

progress too far with a campaign or strategy that 

is clearly underperforming or can be tweaked  

and re-tested. 
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SEGMENTATION AND 
PERSONALISATION

Marketers that exceeded their revenue goals 
are using personalisation techniques 83% of the 
time. In addition, businesses that employ data-driven 
personalisation were shown to deliver five to eight 
times the ROI on marketing spend (Invesp). 
 
 
It’s clear that data-driven personalisation can give 
campaigns the laser focus they need for success. 
Who are the different audiences you target? And 
what are their key pain points? Is there a group you 
might be missing out on as your business grows? 
These are the core questions that sit at the heart of 
any marketing campaign. Data obtained from CRM 
systems, directly (like a survey or telemarketing 
campaign) and through other third party means 
(such as social media) is valuable in helping to target 
each audience.

Why is  
marketing data  
so important?
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“You can segment your marketing using the data you 
collect so that you can personalise your marketing 
efforts more, such as by directly targeting start-up 
companies with one email while directly targeting 
mid-sized companies with another. This way you 
can personalise your message to better meet their 
specific needs, whether it’s affordability, efficiency, 
flexibility, reliability or security, to name a few 
examples.”

STRATEGY

As you drill deeper into the data (using all of 
the means you have available) – you start to 

uncover the best times to post on social media or 
to target certain audiences or donors. This allows 
you to carefully map what messages are most 
effective on the customer/donor journey.

For example, web analytics (via Google Analytics 
and other) can tell you what page returning visitors 
to your website are most likely to visit. Using these 
insights can help you tailor the call to action and 
messaging on that page to help them convert.

Is your B2B client even on social media? Maybe. Or 
perhaps an advertisement in an industry journal or 
publication would be more effective. Gather all the 

information you can and work out where they play. 
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INNOVATION

Marketing data can tell you a lot about your 
customers. These insights into customer or 
donor behaviour give you the power to think 

ahead and innovate. What products might your 
customers want to see? What kind of brand 
experience are they seeking?  
 
One way to do this of course to make sure you’re at 
the very least keeping up with competitors, but real 
data allows your team to innovate. 
 
In an article by DMN, a panel discussing the impact 
of data driven marketing, found that a clear benefit 
for customers included innovation.  
 

A representative from JP Morgan Chase said: “We 
use all of those digital interactions over time to create 
innovation and connect with customers in new ways. 
For example, mobile usage was so high on our online 
platforms that we created better, more secure apps.” 
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MEASURABILITY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY

Basing more decisions on data analysis 
was identified as the most important data driven 
marketing objective (Invesp). Access to data 
allows informed marketers to track engagement 
and ultimately determine the overall value of a 
campaign. Key measures include: A/B testing, cart 
abandonment analysis, web page conversions, 
predictive social commerce and competitor 
benchmarking amongst many others. 
 
Strategic marketers that are clever about using 
marketing data are more successful. Targeting 
your customers in an informed and empathetic 
way means that your message is more likely to be 
received and acted upon. It also means that you are 
less likely to waste campaign funds by (for example) 
spending on a channel that your client base isn’t 
even using. More money in the bank means savings 
and/or the ability to expand on campaigns and 
channels that are likely to wield great success.
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Let’s take a closer look. 
Analytics is data derived from software that collates 
figures from various sales, marketing and social media 
channels and turns them into valuable insights. One of 
the most important gains from utilising analytics is the 
ability to report on ROI. Another plus is the informed 
ability to adapt and change campaigns based on 
actual data – so they are more successful.

Clients regularly ask about data 
analytics – what is it, what should be 
measured and how does it apply  
to marketing?

What is data 
analytics and 
how does 
it apply to 
marketing?

FAILING TO PERSONALISE COULD  
LOSE YOU CUSTOMERS

We’ve stressed the importance of personalisation 
and customisation as an effective marketing 
tactic and how when informed by data, the benefits 
increase dramatically. Moving beyond the basics of 
name, address and date of birth, other tools can be 
used to further identify the trends and preferences 
of customers. You may already have access to some 
of these tools; including in-built features of popular 
platforms – such as Google Analytics and each of the 
social media platforms.
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Furthermore, according to a Salesforce study – 52 per 
cent of customers are either likely or extremely likely 
to actually switch brands if a company doesn’t make 
an effort to personalise communications. Don’t risk 
losing customers!

TRACKING THE JOURNEY  
– From start to finish and back again

Software can be carefully organised to capture 
web data (typically via cookies). Some of the benefits 
include the ability to track sales leads in real time as 
well as the ability to determine how customers filter 
through the sales funnel i.e. their behaviour, and where 
they might get stuck on their journey. This vital data 
informs a strategy that can redesign an ineffective 
funnel and create a more fluid customer journey that is 
tailored to experience. One that is more likely to covert 
from lead to customer. 
 
With the rise of ad blockers, and many people opting 
out of cookies, brands may find the use of third-party 
data useful for a truer indication of customer leads, 
trends and behaviours.
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 PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
Carefully profiling your audience allows for 
great predictive insights around behaviour. 
Predictive analytics specifically uses advanced 

analytics including algorithms, data mining, modelling 
and AI to determine the likelihood of future outcomes 
based on historical data. It’s a whole new angle 
growing in adoption that can definitely give you an 
edge over competitors. 
 
“The holy grail of marketing is to proactively 
pounce upon every individual customer opportunity 
by predicting beforehand who will respond and 
predictively intervene each customer loss by predicting 
who will defect.” – Dr. Eric Segel, expert on  
predictive analytics
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DIGITAL PLANNERS AND DATA 
SCIENTISTS  

For the best results, brands might find recruiting data 
scientists (in the case of large organisations) to cut the 
data into strategic chunks. Within marketing teams, 
the role of a digital planner can be useful to formulate 
a sound digital strategy that can stretch up to 5 years 
into the future. These experts are key in forecasting 
sales, growth and cost per lead, and budgeting  
for campaigns.

TESTING CHANNELS AND TRACKING 
CONVERSIONS

For any marketing strategy to prove successful, your 
teams need to know which channels work and which 
channels are timewasters as quickly as possible. By 
paying attention to key social metrics and tracking 
against any acquisition goals – you can save a lot of 
money.
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In previous posts, we’ve discussed how advantages 
telemarketing is for B2B lead generation – ranked 
third in its ability to generate leads only to inside sales 
and executive events.

A successful campaign doesn’t just generate business; 
it should build quality new lead opportunities and 
generate insights that will step you above competitors. 
But this all largely depend on the quality and 
experience of the agency itself and there are other 
measures to determine its success.

So, what happens after the campaign is run?

QUALITY DATA

Not all data is created equal and for 
companies looking to fast track the 

development of a contact database you need to be 
vigilant about the source of the data. Although legal in 
other markets, address harvesting is illegal in Australia.

Working together with an outsourced agency will 
allow you to develop valuable prospect data and 
when actioned this data leads to priceless market 
insights. The outcome of having quality conversations 
is detailed, opportunity relevant information and 
leads. At the conclusion of the campaign when 

How valuable is 
your data after the 
campaign is run 
and won?

Outsourcing all or part of your lead 
generation campaigns and programs 
can be highly beneficial for any 
organisation not in a position to invest 
the kind of time and resources needed 
to build a strong sales pipeline. 
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you are left with substantial market intelligence – 
you have an actionable competitive advantage over 
the competition, and you should not waste it. When 
planning your marketing activities this information is a 
goldmine. 

SALES AND MARKETING FOLLOW UP 

Quality data also means that members of 
your sales and marketing teams will be able 

to pick up on the call history and use these insights 
as required. They need to be translated into quality 
commentary that everyone can understand as even 
experienced salespeople can struggle with outbound 
calling. 

In addition, sometimes a prospect is not ready to 
commit, perhaps timing may not be right for them. 
If they’re not given a clear follow up option such 
as a number to call a designated person 
back, a follow-up phone call from the 
telemarketer,  an email address to 
contact – you can quickly lose them 
to a competitor.

Providing an easy option to 
follow up adds credibility and can 
increase campaign ROI –  
so you can’t afford to leave this out.
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NURTURE COMMUNICATIONS

Rolling the market intelligence into nurture 
campaigns is a key element in coaxing 

prospects through the sales funnel. In the B2B buying 
cycle, prospects have a decision-making timeframe 
during which they may need to be nurtured a little 
before becoming sales qualified. Additionally, having 
the same telemarketer follow up via a carefully 
designed nurture campaign can be very effective.

OPT IN PERMISSIONS 

Permission is the act of getting consent from a 
subscriber to send them marketing messages. 

It’s a simple concept, but it has huge ramifications for 
your business. 

The Spam Act provides specific guidelines on what 
you can and cannot send via email, SMS, MMS and 
instant messenger and what permissions are required.

Australia requires email permissions with double opt-
ins. A double opt-in requires an additional step to 
an email subscription opt-in process, requiring the 
contact to verify their email address and  
confirm interest. 
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Your privacy policy, which will be readily accessible 
from your website, will detail how you will manage and 
utilise data provided.

There are generally two types of permission: 
Campaign Specific permission and General Opt-In’s. 

With a campaign specific permission, you may only 
communicate with that contact with Campaign 
specific communications, however, if a contact 
consents to a General Opt-In, you can send 
additional business-related communications until that 
customer Opt’s Out (including newsletters and other 
promotional communications).

If it has been more than six months since the last time 
you emailed one of your prospects, you should work 
on gaining their permission again. You can do this 
simply by sending them another opt-in email making 
sure they still want to hear from you. This way, you can 
get them to opt-in again or clean them off of your list 
if they opt out.

CREATE EQUITY FROM THE DATA

How do you squeeze every ounce of equity 
from your telemarketing campaign? New 

contacts are definitely worth getting excited about. 
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How you decide to connect and build a continued 
relationship with them is important.

Quality conversations with prospects do not just 
involve selling. If a prospect is engaging with a 
competitor, telemarketers will ask why. If a prospect 
is unwilling to engage with your brand or campaigns, 
experienced telemarketers will ask why not. 

The information gleaned from such conversation can 
be viewed as valuable intelligence, especially where 
a prospect has shared around existing systems or 
relationships. 

Any issues highlighted can then be assessed and 
addressed. This is an excellent opportunity for sales 
and management teams to demonstrate exceptional 
customer service and exceed expectations.

HOW DID IT MEASURE UP?

When all is said and done, how happy are 
you with the outcome of your telemarketing 
campaign and overall performance of the 

agency? Share feedback of your own with your agency 
collaborators – in the same way that you are striving 
for excellence with your customers, they should be 
too!

An experienced B2B lead generation agency like MIH 
can help you to organise everything you need to carry 
out a successful telemarketing campaign. Just ask  
our clients!
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Client case study:  
Philips Lighting
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Philips Lighting
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Client case study:  
Amber Tiles
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B2B Data Integrity Campaign
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Make It Happen 

Level 19, 1 O’Connell Street 

Sydney NSW 2000 

 

+61 2 8249 1817 

info@mih.com.au

MIH.COM.AU

Let’s talk 
challenges...

MIH.COM.AU
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